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Furious FPV Acrowhoop V2 - Take It To the Outer Limits. 
Pushing the outer limits and beyond, Furious FPV leaves nothing unchanged in the FPV world, 
and when it comes to aircraft like the Inductrix, we have developed the all new Acrowhoop, 
allowing full aerobatic & race mode flight. Are you ready? 
Introducing the very 1st F3 chip on the market in a package this compact, the Furious 
Acrowhoop has been designed for cutting edge FPV insanity, offering pilots the ability to push 
like crazy with this palm sized machine. Further this with DMSX compatible micro Rx, the 
Acrowhoop is nothing short of miraculous in the world of micro FPV. 
With the F3 chip and MPU6000, the Acrowhoop is ready for acro & race mode via BetaFlight, 
offering pilots the ability to dial in what defines the way they want to fly. With the Acrowhoop, 
ultimate levels of FPV madness await in a feature packed layout that leaves nothing left to 
desire. 
For fans of micro quads like the Inductrix, take your flight to an entire new world with the 
Acrowhoop - the pinnacle of FPV insanity via Furious FPV. 
 
Note: This product is only compatible to Spektrum DSMX/DSM2 radios  
 
Features: 
- Specifically Designed for the Inductrix 
- Acro Mode & Race Mode Ready 
- Industry 1st F3 Chip w/ MPU6000 at center. 
- New USB on top for easy access 
- All FETs are rated at 6.3A maximum 
- Built-in diversity receiver, compatible DSMX module : 

- Spektrum DX6, DX6E, DX7, DX8, DX9, DX9E  
- JR: JR12X, JR11X, JR9503, JR9303 

- Support up to 12 channels 
- LED support 
- Betaflight support 
- Light weight :3.4gram 
 
 
 

Guide setup 
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How to active bind mode for Acrowhoop and Bind with transmitter. 
Step 1: Plug USB cable to connect Acrowhoop with PC and click Connect button on Betaflight 

interface. 

 

Step 2: Go to CLI command field at the bottom left on the Betaflight. 
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Step 3: Copy these commands below and paste to the CLI Command tab and press enter: 

set spektrum_sat_bind = 9 

save 

 

When you press enter, Acrowhoop will save you configuration and auto reset. 

Step 4: Unplug USB cable and replug, you will see Orange LED on bottom side of Acrowhoop 

blink rapidly. That means you are successful in activation the bind mode for Acrowhoop. 
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Step 5: Press and hold the bind button on TX then turn on your transmitter to bind with 

Acrowhoop. 

*Note: should keep your TX about 1 meter away from the Acrowhoop when binding. 

Orange LED status: 

Fast blink (100ms): waiting to bind 

Slow blink (200ms): binding in progress 

Turn on: binding successfully  

 

Calibrate Accelerometer 
Put your quadcopter on a flat surface. 

Step 1: Connect Acrowhoop with Betafight and click Connect button on Betaflight interface. 

 

Step 2: at Setup tab, click Calibrate Accelerometer. 
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Define Port for Acrowhoop rev. Spektrum 
With Acrowhoop version Spektrum, we only use UART RX3, Please turn on Serial RX of UART3 in Ports 

tab below as picture. 

 
 

Configuration for Acrowhoop rev. Spektrum 
That is default configure for Acrowhoop Spektrum. 

 

Tabs Selection 
Mixer 

Select your style your frame  
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ESC/Motor features 
Select Brushed at ESC/Motor protocol. 
With Acrowhoop, we select BRUSHED 

 
Board and Sensor Alignment 

This configuration use default layout 
motor on your quadcopter 

 
Accelerometer Trim 

Accelerometer use for Angle mode and 
Horizon mode to auto balance 

 
Receiver 

Acrowhoop Spektrum is compatible with 
DSMX module, please select 

SPEKTRUM2048  
 
 

 
RSSI (Signal Strength) 

Non Support 
 

GPS 
Non Support 

 
 

3D 
Non Support 

 
 

Misc 
Non Support 
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System configuration 

 
Other Features 

Only turn on AIRMODE function if you 
want to use Airmode for your quadcopter 

 
Then click to Save and Reboot to save your configurations. 
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Setting Receiver  
In Receiver tab, please select Channel map as JR / Spektrum / Graupner. 

 

 

Now, turn on your RC TX and start moving the sticks on the different axes from full left to right and full 

down to full up. Make sure that the corresponding slider in the GUI moves from 1000 to 2000 and 

centers on 1500. The centering part is the most important for the roll/pitch/yaw channels – if it does not 

center at 1500, use trim or subtrims to adjust it (consult your Radio’s user manual). The exception is 

throttle, which should rest at 1000 when in the fully down position – this is critical, and you should use 

trims and end-point adjustment to fix it if it does not.On many radios, you will notice that the values on 

the slider do not center directly on 1500, but quickly oscillate between a range of values close to 1500. 

Don’t panic! This just means your radio Gimbals are not centering perfectly – every radio I have used has 

this problem. Watch the sliders for a little while and note how the largest or smallest numbers you see. 

Now subtract those numbers from 1500 and enter them into the deadband fields in the GUI. For 

example, if you are seeing a range of 1497-1500, then enter a value of ‘3’. If you are seeing a range of 

1500-1506, enter a value of ‘6’. I am seeing an error of roughly ‘2’ on this quadcopter so I set the 

deadband to 3 to be safe. 
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Set MODE to fly  
To use this mode please uses ranges to define the switches on your transmitter and corresponding 

mode assignments. A receiver channel that gives a reading between a range min/max will active mode.  

 

 

In the modes tab we will configure two things: 

 Your arming switch – which enables you to turn your quadcopter on (the props will start spinning). 

 Flight modes so that you can enable and disable self-leveling (called ‘angle’) mode. 
Binding a mode to a switch is pretty intuitive. Here is how: 

 Clicking Add Range on the appropriate mode. 

 Picking the appropriate AUX channel for the switch you want to use for that mode. 

 Flip the switch in the on position and dragging the sliders so that they fully encompass the indicated 

switch nub in the GUI. 

 Click Save 

 Verify that the mode is now highlighted when the switch is flipped on, and not highlighted when the 

switch is flipped off. 
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Most pilots will want to configure two switches: an arming switch and a flight mode switch: 

1. The arming switch should be bound to both the ARM and AIR MODE modes. AIR MODE is a feature 

which greatly increases stability at low throttle values and we recommend most pilots turn it on. Be 

aware that when air mode is enabled, your quadcopter will use up to 100% power to stabilize when 

armed even when the throttle is at zero. 

2. The quadcopters default mode is acro or rate mode. If no other modes (like HORIZON or ANGLE) are 

active, this is the mode it is in. Therefore, you only need to bind your mode switch to non-acro 

modes. We recommend most new pilots activate ANGLE mode to take advantage of self-leveling 

flight – at least starting out. 

 

 

 

Now you can fly with Accrowhoop, Thank you for using FuriousFPV products 
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